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Abstract

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) measure the performance of an enterprise relative to its objectives
thereby enabling corrective action where there are deviations. In current practice, KPIs are manually
integrated within dashboards and scorecards used by decision makers. This practice entails various
shortcomings. First, KPIs are not related to their business objectives and strategy. Consequently,
decision makers often obtain a scattered view of the business status and business concerns. Second,
while KPIs are defined by decision makers, their implementation is performed by IT specialists. This
often results in discrepancies that are difficult to identify. In this paper, we propose an approach
that provides decision makers with an integrated view of strategic business objectives and conceptual
data warehouse KPIs. The main benefit of our proposal is that it links strategic business models
to the data for monitoring and assessing them. In our proposal, KPIs are defined using a modeling
language where decision makers specify KPIs using business terminology, but can also perform quick
modifications and even navigate data while maintaining a strategic view. This enables monitoring
and what-if analysis, thereby helping analysts to compare expectations with reported results.

Keywords: Business Intelligence, Conceptual Data Warehouse Models, Key Performance
Indicators, Strategic Models, Business Analytics

1. Introduction

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are used by enterprises to monitor the performance of their
processes and business strategies [21, 33] relative to their objectives. KPIs are traditionally defined
with respect to a business strategy or business objective using a Balanced Scorecard [18], to indicate
what is to be monitored in different areas of the enterprise thereby providing a global overview of
the enterprise’s status. To monitor KPIs, enterprises rely on dashboards [10, 33] presenting one or
more KPIs together with contextual information in order to help decision makers identify deviations
and their root causes.

However, this practice presents several drawbacks. First, it provides only partial information
to decision makers, as KPIs are created and analyzed in isolation without taking into account
inter-relationships and influences between them. For example, how are we achieving our objective
“Reduce costs”? How does this affect our other objective “Increase revenue”? Essentially, decision
makers query for a strategic problem and obtain data, such as current cost totals, missing the rest
of the strategic context as an answer. Then, they are required to interpret and link these raw data
back to their business strategy and how it affects other business objectives. For example, our KPI
“Manufacturing Cost” has increased as a result of an increase in the price of basic materials. What
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other KPIs and objectives are affected by this change and how? Is there a way to compensate for
this increase? Do we have margins to increase our prices? Or should we turn to finding cheaper
materials? Second, the decision maker lacks an adequate view to verify that the business strategy
and the KPIs are consistent with each other. For example, KPI “Customer satisfaction” may be
indicating that we are meeting our goal, but we are not achieving another target goal “Sales”. Is our
KPI ill-defined? Are there other KPIs missing?Is the real influence between “Customer satisfaction”
and “Sales” different from what was estimated? As described in [11] these kinds of discrepancies
can have dire consequences for an enterprise, as effort and resources are wasted. Third, even if a
complex dashboard is created capturing all aspects of business strategy, there is a semantic gap
between the decision makers’ knowledge and the decision support system. While decision makers
express themselves in terms of business concepts, KPIs are expressed in technical terms, typically
MDX (MultiDimensional eXpressions [27]) or SQL, which are hardly understandable by non IT staff.
Therefore, this (i) limits the ability of decision makers to share and reuse their knowledge across
the enterprise and (ii) requires close collaboration between IT and business staff, despite different
terminologies, skills, and no mechanisms to help communication, thereby increasing the likelihood
that miscommunication will happen and will go unnoticed.

In order to tackle some of these problems, researchers have proposed several solutions, including
strategic and performance indicator modeling [1, 17, 36, 35], and preserving traceability from the
decision models to the underlying data warehouse [22, 36]. However, these proposals do not provide
a holistic framework that allows decision makers to not only define but also query KPIs using their
own terms and analyze the results from a strategic point of view. Therefore, in this paper we propose
a semi-automatic process that (i) allows decision makers to define KPIs with the semantics of their
own business terminology, (ii) derives a data warehouse query (specifically, MDX) from the definition
of each KPI, (iii) executes the MDX query against a target OLAP server and loads the value of each
KPI into a strategic model, and (iv) allows the user to navigate across the data using a business
strategy perspective. An overview of the steps involved in the process can be seen in Figure 1 and
are further elaborated in the following Sections.

Our proposal presents several advantages. First, it provides a comprehensive view for the decision
maker of the status of indicators (current qualitative satisfaction level and quantitative values),
including their relationships, associated goals and known internal and external factors affecting
them, thus helping in the identification of failures, while guiding further analysis. Second, it allows
the decision maker to query and navigate through the data. This is achieved thanks to the definition
of global constraints that dynamically alter the calculus of all the indicators included in the business
strategy and updates it, thus enabling the decision maker to interpret the results in their own
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terms and dynamically compare different subsets of their enterprise data while maintaining the
strategic perspective. Third, it helps to shorten the development cycle by (i) providing a more
business-oriented formal language for the definition of KPIs and (ii) semi-automatically deriving
the corresponding MDX queries for the KPI, thus allowing for rapid prototyping of the KPIs and
providing a basis for optimized implementations.

It is noteworthy that our proposal focuses on exploiting the underlying data warehouse, and thus
can help identifying defects in its implementation such as missing data or faulty multidimensional
structures. However, while our proposal can aid in eliciting these new requirements for the decision
support system, it is not within its scope to cover the iterative development of the data warehouse,
as there are already multiple approaches that cover this aspect [25, 26, 22, 13].

This paper is an extended and revised version of [23], where a first version of our language for
KPI specification was introduced. Compared to that publication, this paper has been extensively
rewritten and (i) includes a revised, more expressive and compact version of the language, enabling
the calculus of complex values and their use as part of conditions, (ii) introduces in more detail
the role and structure of the Business Dictionary expressed using the SBVR (Semantic of Business
Vocabulary and Rules) standard [30], for storing and translating business terms, (iii) describes the
translation of the intermediate language into executable MDX queries, (iv) offers a comprehensive
account of a case study and the specification of all KPIs and values obtained, and (v) provides a
detailed account of the architecture that supports our approach, including implementation details.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the basic concepts of
Business Intelligence Model (BIM) for representing business strategy and introduces our running
example for the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes how KPIs can be defined in SBVR terms.
Section 4 presents how OLAP actions generated from KPI definitions can be transformed into MDX
queries. Section 5 describes how the proposed model can be used as a strategic dashboard that
can also facilitate navigation through the data. Section 6 presents the architecture of the system
and its components including details of our implementation to support the whole process. Section 8
presents related work in this area, while Section 9 summarizes conclusions and sketches future work.

2. Basic Concepts and an Illustrative Example

In order to describe the basic concepts underlying strategies and KPIs, we present a running
example modeled after a fictitious vehicle manufacturer/reseller, the Steel Wheels company1, who
desires to improve its monitoring and decision making processes. In order to fulfill its objective, the
company first models and analyzes its business strategy, described textually in terms of a business
plan [29]. For representing the business strategy we use the Business Intelligence Model (BIM)
[15], which has been successfully applied in a number of case studies. Compared to other modeling
languages, such as i* [43] or Tropos [2], that are aimed towards social and agent modeling and capture
their relationships, BIM focuses on the representation of business strategies, including concepts such
as (i) goal perspectives from the Balanced Scorecard, (ii) indicators, and (iii) situations (external
and internal factors) that are not present in other modeling languages. Nevertheless, other modeling
languages could be used as well, as long as they are expressive enough to capture four key concepts
for modeling a business plan: goals, business processes, situations, and indicators. The definition of
these key concepts is further elaborated below.
Goals. Goals capture the objectives of an enterprise. Goals have been extensively used for inten-
tional modeling [5, 12, 22, 43] and represent a situation that an actor wishes to achieve. For example,
the main objective of Steel Wheels is “Revenue Increased”. In order to achieve it, the goal can be
decomposed into two alternative paths: “Costs cut” and “Fancy Designs Created”. Furthermore, in

1Data for Steel Wheels is publicly available and included in the Pentaho Business Intelligence distribution which
can be found at http://www.pentaho.com
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order to achieve success through the fancy designs strategy, both “Sales Increased” and “Customer
Satisfaction Increased” goals should be met. Goals in BIM are related to situations that repre-
sent Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT analysis [14]). Goals are selected
from four complementary perspectives (Financial, Customer, Processes and Learning) inspired by
Balanced Scorecard analysis [18] and may represent multiple levels of abstraction (Strategic, Oper-
ational/Decisional, Tactical/Information) as identified in the literature [17, 22].
Processes. Business processes are responsible for the realization of tactical goals. In this way, “Inno-
vative vehicle design” and “Design quality evaluation” processes operationalize the goal “Attractive
vehicles designed”, while “Sales zone planning” operationalizes the goal “Dealership distribution
optimized”.
Situations. Situations represent knowledge about internal and external factors that influence goals
either positively or negatively. For example, having “Positive Customer Reviews” is an opportunity
(external, positive) of the “Fancy Designs Created” strategy, which helps the goal “Customer satis-
faction”. On the other hand, the situation “Economic Crisis” is a threat (external, negative) for the
business, and hurts the goal “Sales Increased”. The effect of a situation on different goals is captured
by the semantics of the relationship as depicted in the model using the four SWOT classifications
previously introduced.
KPIs. KPIs monitor goals, processes, or situations. Each indicator presents a target value (value
to be achieved), a threshold (margin between good and bad performance), a current value and an
unacceptable/failing value. According to these values, the KPI is normalized in the range [-1,1],
describing how good or bad the measured element is performing. On the one hand, in the case of
goals, indicators quantify the degree of satisfaction of a goal, and how much it is deviating from
its target [1]. On the other hand, in the case of situations, indicators evaluate if, according to
the provided data, a certain situation is considered active or not. It is noteworthy that although
we describe indicators and goals in time-absent terms while modeling at business strategy level, i.e.
’Sales increased’, a specific instance of the business strategy such as the current 5-year strategic plan,
must always have a target point in time for all goals and indicators. Otherwise, their progress and
status cannot be adequately monitored. Finally, it should be noted that when elements monitored
by KPIs are related to each other this implies that their associated KPIs must be implicitly related
to each other for the sake of consistency.

The BIM model for Steel Works is shown in Figure 2. The Steel Wheels business strategy has
one main goal: increase revenue. In order to achieve this goal, Steel Wheels has two alternative
courses of action at its disposal. On one hand, the company can decrease the manufacturing costs
of its vehicles, thus making them more affordable, while also lowering their quality. On the other
hand, the company can aim for high-quality creative designs, that are more expensive but also more
attractive to customers. In turn, this course of action improves the image of the company, hopefully
increasing its revenue.

Once the business strategy has been modeled and analyzed, the decision maker has a compre-
hensive view of her KPIs and the relationships between them. Now, we need to enable the decision
maker to specify each KPI and calculate their values using available data. We accomplish this by
using the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR), a business rule language
adopted as an OMG standard [30].

3. KPI Definition

To conduct business analysis, we now need to gather feedback from on-going business processes,
extracted from an underlying data warehouse (DW).

Unlike DW measures, which simply measure the performance of a given business process, KPIs
are designed to measure the degree of achievement of a business strategy and its goals. For example,
# of cars sold is a measure since we cannot say if 10.000 cars sold is an acceptable quantity for the
company or not. Thus, KPIs encapsulate knowledge about the degree of performance to be achieved.
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We can consider two different kinds of KPIs that are defined over a strategic model, according to
how they are calculated: atomic and composite. Atomic KPIs can be calculated directly from the
DW, either from one of the tables (matching a measure) or using a formula. For example, the KPI
“Number of vehicles sold” which retrieves the total number of vehicles sold from the Sales table
would be an atomic KPI. On the other hand, the KPI “Revenue increase” could be created as a
composite KPI, calculated as the difference between the atomic KPI “Benefit” in the current and
the previous year. The treatment of composite KPIs is studied in further detail in [1].

Atomic KPIs are defined in our approach by adapting Structured English, defined as part of the
Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) [30]. This language allows decision
makers to define KPIs on top of their business strategies by using a user-friendly language. Struc-
tured English uses keywords, terms, names, and verbs as syntactic categories. 2. To avoid ambiguity
and ease the derivation of queries, we will specify a grammar on Section 3.2 for defining KPIs in the
spirit of Structured English.

According to the SBVR, keywords represent operators, logical or unary, that are applied to
measures, allowing us to aggregate the data obtained. Since KPIs are normalized, single-valued, the
definition of an indicator should present at least one of these operators. On the other hand, terms
refer to metadata from the multidimensional schema, such as fact attributes, dimension attributes
(properties), dimensions, and levels (concepts). Next, Names refer to individuals and exact values.
As such, a name can refer to instances of levels or exact numeric values. Finally, a verb refers to a
verb or prepositions as well as binary or ternary operators. Normal strings can be included within
formal SBVR definitions although they carry no meaning. Some examples of how KPIs can be
defined using this notation are as follows:

• “Revenue increase” (xg1), can be defined either as a single KPI with a binary operator: total
benefit with year equal to 2004 minus total benefit with year equal to 2003

• “Number of vehicles sold” (xg10), defined as: total amount of Vehicles sold with year equal
to 2004.

• “Number of cancellations” (xg14), defined as: sum Fact Countwith status equal to Cancelled
and year equal to 2004

• “Average score of vehicles in reviews” (xg13), defined as: average score of Vehicles

All the definitions presented are formalized in Section 3.3, by means of a grammar. The benefits
of following this approach are that (i) indicators can be defined in a user-friendly, controlled language
at the business level, and (ii) they can be included into a Business Dictionary (BD), thus they can
be referenced and queried by other software and applications, used to generate documentation, or
used as basis for specializing indicators (e.g. Average score of vehicles in Europe). This way, our
technique helps other decision makers into defining their own indicators for their models, as well as
re-use existing indicators. In the following section we take a deeper look at the Business Dictionary
before describing the method to derive multidimensional queries from KPI definitions.

3.1. Business Dictionary

The Business Dictionary is an artifact designed according to the SBVR specification and its main
function is to act as a semantic resource that stores business terminology. Each concept stored in
the dictionary has the following properties:

• A name given to the concept (e.g. Sales)

2SBVR actually offers a visual syntax for these syntactic types in terms of colours; we omit this feature of SBVR
for pragmatic reasons. Instead we will represent them as keyword, term, Name, and verb.
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• A non-formal description

• A formal definition represented as a set of SBVR strings. Each individual SBVR string within
the formal definition is represented using a different font format depending on the concept that
it is referencing, as discussed above, or as a normal string if there is no concept referenced at
all

• A general concept that denotes the classifier of the entry, following an “instance of” relationship
(e.g. Madrid is an instance of City)

• A concept type for representing is-A inheritance between abstract concepts (e.g. a Car is a
Vehicle)

• A list of synonyms of the concept, whether in the same dictionary or in a different one

• A namespace for identifying the concept (e.g. DataWarehouse for DW concepts)

• A list of notes that have no semantic meaning and allow the user to write additional annotations
about the concept. Our framework includes one note for each KPI concept in order to preserve
the current multidimensional query generated and allow the user, whether the decision maker
or the query designer, to modify it if she wishes to do so

This set of properties is a subset of the properties listed for each concept in the SBVR specification
[30], the rest of concept properties are designed to capture aspects of business rules and, thus, add
unnecessary complexity for KPI specification. These properties enable us not only to store business
terms, but also to (i) create KPIs that are formally defined, and can be queried in any moment, (ii)
create hierarchies of concepts, including hierarchies of KPIs that are useful for data navigation, (iii)
establish synonym relationships that can be exploited for translating business terms into technical
references, e.g., benefit may refer to a KPI or it may refer to a value stored in the data warehouse
(such as sales (iv) navigate through the concepts available, for example to identify the list of KPIs
that are calculated by using a certain value from the data warehouse, and (v) extend the language
with new keywords and operators.

For example, given the following two entries in the dictionary, we know that benefit is a business
term used by decision makers, since it is a specific instance of Business Concept (General Concept),
and therefore it is not a KPI. Furthermore, it is a synonym of sales, which is a DW concept that
can be used as a valid translation for OLAP queries. Finally, we know that it does not represent a
fixed value nor depends on other concepts since its definition is empty, and according to the URI
it is stored within the steelwheels.bim model. If benefit was a KPI, then Definition would store its
SBVR string, making reference to other concepts in the Business Dictionary.

Moreover, we also know that sales is a measure (Fact Attribute) in the data warehouse cube and
thanks to its description we notice that it does not represent the number of units sold, but rather
the gross income generated by them. As a measure, it can be used to calculate the value of an
indicator.

Dictionary Entry: benefit
Description: Gross benefit obtained by the enterprise
Definition: n/a
Dictionary Basis: Business Indicator Dictionary

General Concept: Business Concept
Concept Type: n/a
Synonym: sales
Namespace URI: http://steelwheels.bim
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Dictionary Entry: sales
Description: Represents the number of units sold by the enterprise multiplied by their price
Definition: n/a
Dictionary Basis: Business Indicator Dictionary

General Concept: Fact Attribute
Concept Type: n/a
Synonym: benefit
Namespace URI: http://steelwheels.mddw

If the first entry described an abstract concept that helps organizing the knowledge, such as
“Marketing Concept”, then its “Concept Type” property would be filled with “Business Concept”,
denoting that it is an specialization.

Entries within the Business Dictionary that take part in the specification and derivation of KPIs
must be populated before or during the query derivation process in order to be used. Some of these
entries are common to all scenarios, for example those concepts inherited from SBVR (Name, Term,
Verb, and Keyword), or added by ourselves to support KPI formulae, such as Unary, Logical, and
Boolean operators. These entries are pre-loaded into the dictionary in order to avoid unnecessary
effort. However, specific business or data warehouse terminology related to each case study at hand
must be loaded on a case by case basis.

As a knowledge base, most of the effort needed to build the dictionary is required at the beginning,
when the business language has not yet been defined, and business terms need to be formalized,
especially those included in the underlying data warehouse that present a technical nomenclature
requiring to be translated into business language. Afterwards, if goals and indicators change, the
effort required is minor, as the task of updating the dictionary is reduced to either updating its
contents with a few new terms or defining new KPIs as a formula that uses already existing concepts.

With all these elements included in the dictionary, now we can make use of multidimensional
structures for KPI definitions while maintaining the business terminology.

3.2. Multidimensional Structures for KPI Definition

KPIs defined in SBVR must be translated into executable queries so that the corresponding data
can be retrieved from the target data warehouse. Deriving executable queries requires generating a
valid query, (i) ensuring that the necessary data is stored in the DW, and that (ii) KPIs are correctly
defined according to the DW structure.

To this aim, the derivation process is divided into two steps. First, we derive a set of OLAP
actions, represented in OCL for OLAP [32], from each KPI definition. The goal of this intermediate
derivation is twofold: (i) we ensure that queries are valid according to the model and that they
are well formed thanks to OCL for OLAP, and (ii) we lower the complexity of the translation by
dividing it in two parts. During this first step, we solve all the potential ambiguities, ensure that all
elements involved in the query are known and act as part of valid OLAP operations. For example, it
does not make sense to apply a logical operator over a dimension, it must be applied over attributes,
thus we choose only synonyms of the concept to which the operation can be applied. Second, once
we have obtained the set of OLAP actions, we transform it into executable MDX queries that can
be interpreted by an OLAP engine. This second step will be covered in Section 4.

The first step in our query derivation process requires three different inputs: the KPI definition,
the Business Dictionary with existing terminology, and a multidimensional representation of the
data warehouse. The multidimensional representation of the data warehouse includes information
about existing facts (center of analysis), fact attributes (measures, related to the performance of the
business process), dimensions (context of analysis), dimension levels and attributes of the dimen-
sion levels. Typically, every BI vendor OLAP server (SSAS, Mondrian, Cognos, etc.) represents
these data using their own specification, as it provides the multidimensional view of the underlying
database. Although a standard for multidimensional metadata interchange was proposed (Common
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Warehouse Metamodel) [31], only some vendors support it for representing their multidimensional
metadata. Since the CWM specification has not been updated since 2003, it does not consider new
technologies available, such as NoSQL, and due to its tight coupling to the logical level it requires
additional effort to specify details that should be managed by the platform of choice of the user,
making it ideal for exchanging implementation metadata but rather turn ill suited to act as a vendor-
neutral modeling language for our purposes. Instead, in order to avoid the variability imposed by the
different technologies and specifications, we use a multidimensional conceptual model that is plat-
form independent [20] and abstracts from implementation details. Using this platform independent
representation, we model the data warehouse that provides information for Steel Wheels3.

According to the Steel Wheels business strategy, we are interested in the multidimensional mod-
eling of the information regarding Sales and Budget assignation. Therefore, we will provide two
multidimensional schemas: one which includes information about the costs of our strategy, shown in
Figure 3, and another one which provides information about our sales process, shown in Figure 4.

The first schema represents the information about budget assignation and actual costs (“Quad-
rantAnalysis” fact). The fact attributes included in this schema are the planned “Budget” cost
for each entry, the real “Actual” cost, and the difference between them, “Variance”. As context of
analysis, we know information about each “Region”, “Department” and “Position”, allowing us to
browse the assignations in the budget as we need.

The second schema represents the information available regarding the “SteelWheelsSales” process
(fact). The fact attributes included in this process are the “Quantity” of each product sold, as well
as the total amount of the sale, “Sales”. Regarding the context of analysis, we have information
about products (Vehicles in business terms), such as its vendor and the product line. Additionally,
we also have information regarding “Customers”, such as their name and address, the “Markets”
where the sale was performed, the month of the year when the product was sold (“Time”), and the
current status of the corresponding order (Cancelled, Delivered, On Hold, etc.).

3.3. Structured English for KPI Specification

Once we have covered the underlying multidimensional models, we can proceed to interpret KPI
definitions. We process each definition using our Structured English for KPI specification grammar,
depicted in Figure 5. Structured English for KPI specification is a flexible grammar with multiple
optional rules that allows the user to refer to a concept in several ways to account for the flexibility
of the language, and manages the resulting ambiguity. Unlike in a traditional grammar, Structured
English for KPI specification does not specify directly the terminals used by the language. Instead,
these are extracted from the Business Dictionary. We provide a few samples of terminals included
in our basic dictionary to provide the reader an idea of how KPI definitions are expressed.

3The original multidimensional schema is included as part of the Pentaho distribution together with the Steel
Wheels database

Figure 3: Multidimensional model for analyzing costs
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Figure 4: Multidimensional model for analyzing sales

(1) Indicator = expr [projectionKeyword dimensionSet] [restriction];

(2) expr = value {binaryOP value}*;

(3) value = [unaryOP] (term | propertyAccess) [levelIntroduction dimensionSet]

[conditionKeyword condition]?;

(4) propertyAccess = term levelOwnership term;

(5) condition = booleanCondition {boolOP booleanCondition}*;

(6) booleanCondition = expr compOP (name | expr);

(7) dimensionSet = dimensionOrLevel {boolOP dimensionOrLevel}*;

(8) dimensionOrLevel = (term levelOwnership term | term);

(9) restriction = restrictionKeyword condition;

projectionKeyword = PROJECTIONKEYWORD; - Samples: by

conditionKeyword = CONDITIONKEYWORD; - Samples: with

restrictionKeyword = RESTRICTIONKEYWORD; - Samples: restricted to

levelOwnership = VERB; - Samples: of | in | per

instanceOwnership = VERB; - Samples: of | in | per

levelIntroduction = VERB; - Samples: of | in | per

compOP = COMPOP; - Samples: equal to | not equal to | higher than | lower than

unaryOP = UNARYOP; - Samples: count | sum | total | maximum | minimum | average

binaryOP = BINARYOP; - Samples: plus | minus | times | divided by

boolOP = BOOLOP; - Samples: and | or

term = TERM; - Samples: KPI | Fact Count | Sales | Quantity | cost | planned cost

name = NAME; - Samples: Cancelled | Shipped | 2003 | Australia | USA

Figure 5: Structured English for KPI specification grammar following the EBNF ISO notation for symbols: defini-
tion(=), termination(;), alternative(—), optional([...]), repetition(...), grouping((...)).
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According to this grammar, an Indicator (see Figure 5, line 1) is defined as an expression (in-
dicator formula) that can be optionally projected using the multiple axis in the analysis cube or
restricted to a certain data subspace. For example, sum cost with Department equal to Sales (xg6)
would be an indicator expression. More complex indicators can be defined, for example using binary
operators in the expressions or specifying multiple conditions, as in the case of sum Fact Count
with status equal to Cancelled and year equal to 2004. Note that these indicators do not contain
a projection clause, such as by Customer and City, nor a restriction, which we will exemplify later
using line 9. The reason why no projection is included in these KPI definitions is that projections
have been included in the language in order empower its usability as a tool for general OLAP query-
ing and supporting ad-hoc analysis of KPI data, e.g., comparing KPI values across different vehicle
lines. However, when computing a KPI to be loaded in the strategic model, it only makes sense to
calculate a single value, thus although our tests include projections, no projections are defined in
the KPIs included within the case study.

Expressions (line 2) can be simple or complex values that are obtained by applying successive bi-
nary operators. Binary operations are useful when calculating incremental indicators, by subtracting
the values of the indicator in the previous period to the current one. An example of such expression
is sum Total benefit with year equal to 2004 minus sum Total benefit with year equal to 2003

Each of these Values (line 3) is calculated by applying an optional unary operator to a value
across a set of dimension levels. This is useful for example for calculating averages, such as Average

score of Vehicles, since we require to specify the exact level (Vehicle) in order to obtain the correct
result. A value can be represented by a term that may refer to a fact or dimension attribute, e.g.
score (score of a Vehicle, implicit), or to a level in order to extract the value of its descriptor.
Alternatively, a value can represent the explicit access to a property (line 4), as in score of Vehicles.

As it can be seen, although the concepts involved in the last two examples are the same, the
semantics of the word “of‘” are different, as one is marked as a keyword whereas the other is marked
as a verb. In the former, of denotes the introduction of a level for calculating the aggregated value
of a measure using a dimension level (Vehicles), whereas in the latter of denotes the extraction of a
property from a dimension level (Vehicles). Furthermore, a Value (line 3) can be constrained to meet
a certain condition. This condition is independent from the set of levels specified for calculating the
value.

Conditions (line 5) represent chains of boolean conditions that must be met by the cells in the
cube. Each boolean condition (line 6) is composed by an expression (line 2) that is compared either
to a constant value, represented by a Name, or to a value calculated by means of an expression. For
example, we may wish to calculate the average score of vehicles only in USA. This way, the definition
of the indicator in the previous example would be modified as follows: Average score of Vehicles
with Country equal to USA. Another example of a more complex condition using an expression
would be with Total benefit of Country higher than 50000, which would filter the calculus using
those countries where the benefit obtained by the company is higher than the specified threshold.

Next, dimension sets (line 7) represent sets of dimension levels (line 8), used for aggregation
and projection. Dimension sets are chains of levels or levels qualified by their dimensions, such as
Vehicles and City in Markets.

Finally, a restriction (line 9) constrains the calculus of the KPI to a certain data space by means
of a condition. A restriction is conceptually different from a condition in the sense that it defines
a data subspace, essentially a subcube, in which the KPI value is calculated. For example, the
restriction restricted to Country equal to USA and Total benefit of Vendor higher than 50000
defines a subcube conformed only by the data pertaining to USA for vendors that have obtained
a total benefit of more than $50000. Restrictions are computed before any other OLAP operation,
and their usefulness comes from applying their specification to all indicators in the strategic model.
This way, restrictions allow decision makers to navigate the data, by defining and altering the data
space over which all indicators are being calculated. We will exemplify this behavior in Section 5.

The remainder set of rules (terminal rules) is designed to connect concepts included in KPI
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definitions with SBVR constructs. It is worth noting that given the nature of our approach, (i)
tokens only represent SBVR constructs that are extracted from the dictionary, and (ii) any non-
SBVR construct will just be ignored during the parsing, for example, the word “sold” in the definition
of xg10 (Section 3). This allows the definition of KPIs with extra non-semantic information added
to the definition. The interested reader can find more details in Section 6.

4. Query Generation

The resulting set of OLAP actions generated from parsing a KPI definition is represented in an
intermediate language, OCL for OLAP [32]. Standard OCL (Object Constraint Language) [41] was
initially proposed as a specification language that could be interpreted for verifying constraints over
UML models. It allows us to ensure that the defined constraints are valid at design-time according
to the model at hand, and respected at runtime. Extensions of the language have been proposed, in
order to take advantage of the ability to specify model-compliant actions.

4.1. OLAP Actions in OCL for OLAP

OCL for OLAP is an extension of the OCL formal language allowing us to specify and validate
OLAP actions over multidimensional models structured around facts and dimensions. It includes
with its specification a derivation to SQL Language. However, deriving directly to SQL makes
us dependent on relational technology, whereas deriving to MDX allows us to abstract from the
underlying database technology, which will be dealt with by the OLAP Engine. Nevertheless, its
usage is twofold, (i) it acts as an intermediate step between KPI definitions and the MDX querying
language, making the translation easier, and (ii) allows us to ensure the set of actions generated is
valid according to the multidimensional models of the underlying data warehouse. As an extension
of OCL, OCL for OLAP is defined using already existing standard OCL constructs, thus it can be
interpreted with a standard OCL engine for validating the set of actions generated. Furthermore, it
is a closed language (all the operations return a cube) and includes all the basic OLAP operations.
Therefore, although the complete translation of arbitrary SBVR to OCL is considered to be a
challenging transformation [3] because it lacks completeness, our focus on KPIs and OLAP queries
allows us to overcome this obstacle. As a result, the generation of OLAP actions is as follows:

1. Values identified correspond with sets of cells in the cube specified by the multidimensional
schema. By specifying a term corresponding to a fact attribute, the decision maker denotes
her interest in operating with the value, thus a dimensionalProject(Source::Attribute) OCL
for OLAP operation is performed. This operation extracts the relevant set of cells from
the cube, allowing further operations to be performed. For example, given the definition
sum Total benefit, the corresponding projection would be SteelWheelsSales→dimensionalPro-
ject(SteelWheelsSales::Sales).

2. Whenever an unary operation is performed over a given value, the corresponding OCL oper-
ation over the set of values previously projected is applied. These operations can be sum(),
count(), and other unary operators specified in the UnaryOP rule. Using the previous exam-
ple, the unary operator sum would be applied as SteelWheelsSales→dimensionalProject(Steel-
WheelsSales::Sales)→sum().

3. For unary operators including a set of dimensions, the set of dimensions is first added to the
query by means of addDimension(Dimension,additivity). Then, the level of detail required on
each dimension (i.e. hierarchy level) is adjusted by means of rollUp(Dimension,level,additivity).
Afterwards, the corresponding dimensional projection and unary operator are applied. For ex-
ample, let us expand our previous definition as sum Total benefit of Vendor. The correspond-
ing OCL for OLAP actions would be SteelWheelsSales→addDimension(Product,sum())→roll-
Up(Product,Vendor,sum())→dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::Sales) →sum()
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4. Whenever a binary operation is performed over a pair of values, the result is obtained by iter-
ating over the set of cells corresponding to each value. Therefore, a binary operation is trans-
lated to an iterate(value1,value2,result = 0 | result = value1 operator value2) operation over the
cube. For example, given the definition Total benefit minus Quantity, the resulting set of OCL
for OLAP operations would be SteelWheelsSales→dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::Sa-
les)→dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::Quantity)→iterate (a:Sales,b:Quantity,result = 0
| result = a-b).

5. In the case of a complex calculus (aggregation or binary operation), the whole set of OLAP
actions is wrapped into a let. . . in OCL statement and the complex value is projected into a
variable for further use. The statement groups all the required operations for the calculus into
a resulting cube. The inclusion of let in statements allows us to verify the correctness of the
set of operations aimed at calculating a value and makes it easier to derive MDX queries from
OCL for OLAP. We will see an example of this statement together with the condition defined
in the next point.

6. For conditions over dimensions, levels, and values we first translate the expressions involved in
the condition. Afterwards, the condition is translated into a sliceAndDice(cell | condition) op-
eration. Property accesses and constants are used directly in the slice & dice operation, while
complex values are retrieved by referencing the variable where they are stored. For example,
given the definition sum Total benefit with Country equal to USA, the corresponding OCL
for OLAP generated would be:

let SteelWheelSales1 = SteelWheelSales→addDimension(Markets,sum())→rollUp(Markets,Cou-
ntry,sum())→ sliceAndDice(c | c.Country = ’USA’)→dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::Sa-
les)→sum()→dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::result1) in
SteelWheelsSales1→dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::result1).

7. In the case that the definition includes a set of projection dimensions, each dimension is added
by using the same set of actions as in step 3 after the unary operator has been already applied.

8. Finally, conditions specified in the restriction clause are translated into sliceAndDice(cell |
condition) statements that restrict the calculus of any value during the translation into OCL
for OLAP.

Given that the KPI definition is written in business terms and the resulting MDX query needs to
be written in multidimensional terms, referencing DW dimensions and levels, a translation needs to
be performed during the derivation process. For this task, we use the Business Dictionary. First, each
business term in the KPI definition is extracted from the dictionary. If the business term includes
a valid synonym candidate for the translation, we substitute it by its candidate. A candidate is
valid only if it corresponds to the type of element required by the grammar at the point it is being
parsed. For example, if we are trying to extract a value, valid candidates are attributes and levels
(implying access to the level descriptor). If multiple candidates are available, we query the user in
order to select the chosen candidate for this query generation. On the other hand, if no candidates
are available, we evaluate if the term includes a formal definition. If this formal definition exists, the
term is substituted by its formal definition. Otherwise, we try matching the term directly against the
data warehouse schema. If no valid mapping is found, then we query the user for a valid mapping.

Second, each new concept mapping is added to the Business Dictionary, by adding the missing
concepts and establishing a synonym link between the business term and the data warehouse term.

By following these steps we have generated an intermediate OCL representation of the OLAP
actions to calculate the KPI value. For example, the indicator xg1 is transformed into the following
OCL statement:
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let SteelWheelsSales1 = SteelWheelsSales->sliceAndDice(c |

c.Time.Years.year_id.d == 2004)->

dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::Sales)->

sum()->dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::result1) in

let SteelWheelsSales2 = SteelWheelsSales1->sliceAndDice(c |

c.Time.Years.year_id.d == 2003)->

dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::Sales)->

sum()->dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::result2) in

SteelWheelsSales2->dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::result1)

->dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::result2)->

iterate(a:result1;b:result2;result3:double | result3 = a - b)->

dimensionalProject(SteelWheelsSales::result3)

This set of actions can be validated over the multidimensional schema and processed through an
OCL for OLAP compiler to transform it into MDX queries as we will show in the following section.

4.2. Transforming OLAP Actions into MDX Queries

The set of OCL for OLAP actions [32] generated in the previous step must be translated into
a MDX query in order to be interpreted by the target OLAP engine. Despite both languages
representing OLAP operations, the transformation of OCL for OLAP into MDX is not completely
straightforward. This is due to several reasons. First, the correspondence in MDX of certain OCL for
OLAP operations depends on the order that they are executed. Second, although MDX is considered
a standard, not all OLAP platforms support the whole specification (for example, Mondrian does
not support the creation of subcubes natively). Therefore, these aspects must be taken into account
during the MDX query generation process in order to ensure that they can be directly executed into
the target BI platform. In our implementation, described in Section 6, this is the responsibility of
the compiler.

The steps to generate an MDX query from the set OLAP actions is as follows:

1. Each let. . . in statement will correspond to the definition of a “WITH MEMBER” clause in
MDX. The last dimensionalProject(Source::Attribute) value becomes the new member in the
cells of the cube ([Measures].[member]), whether an aggregation or a binary operation. The
rest of the operations are included within the “AS” part of the clause and will define the
calculus for the member.

2. All the dimensions added by means of addDimension(Dimension,additivity) are included as
active dimensions on the cube. Each active dimension can only have one active level. Rolling
up or drilling down to another level implies changing the current active level.

3. For each condition specified, the set of dimensions involved is added to a set of filtered dimen-
sion levels together with the corresponding condition. Each dimension can have more than
one level filtered and the same level can be filtered multiple times. If multiple levels of one or
more dimensions have been filtered, when we require to include them into a statement, we first
create a “WITH SET” clause in MDX. This clause defines the set of members filtered with
the first condition. Then, for each successive condition specified, we filter those members not
included in the previous condition by using the “EXISTS” clause.

4. Unary operators make use of the current active and filtered dimensions to perform the aggre-
gation. In the case of sum, average, minimum, and maximum operations the last dimension-
alProject(Source::Attribute) value is aggregated, whereas in the case of count only the set of
dimensions is used.
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5. Whenever an aggregation is executed, or when the final “SELECT” statement is created, the
set of active dimensions is added to the dimension list of the clause and cleared from the active
list. The same procedure is applied to filtered dimensions specified by conditions.

Following these rules, we can create complex MDX statements that correspond to the set of
operations specified in OCL for OLAP. Furthermore, we are able to represent subcubes by using
filtered sets, even when the underlying technology does not support subcube operations. An example
of an MDX generated by following these rules is the MDX query for indicator xg1 which is as follows:

WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER([Time].[Years].Members,

[Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2004’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS SUM([depth1-0],[Measures].[Sales])

SET [depth1-1] AS FILTER([Time].[Years].Members,

[Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2003’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result2] AS SUM([depth1-1],[Measures].[Sales])

MEMBER [Measures].[result3] AS [Measures].[result1]-[Measures].[result2],

FORMAT\_STRING = ’\#.00’

SELECT [Measures].[result3] ON 0 FROM [SteelWheelsSales]

At this point, we have transformed a KPI defined in Structured English for KPI definition into
an executable MDX query that can retrieve the value of the KPI from the data warehouse. In the
next section, we exploit this process not only to retrieve the value of each KPI, but also to navigate
the data while maintaining a strategic point of view and transforming the business strategy into a
dynamic strategic dashboard.

5. Data Extraction and Navigation

Once we have obtained the MDX representation for each KPI, we execute the queries against
the OLAP server. The results from these queries are loaded into the atomic KPIs, and normalized
according to the values specified [17] for each KPI. After atomic KPIs have been loaded, composite
indicators are calculated using their values, resulting in a comprehensive, global view, of the business
strategy, including the performance associated to each element. The result can be seen in Figure
6. For the interested reader, please refer to Appendix A for more information on the dataset, a
comprehensive list of KPIs, their definitions, values, and generated queries.

According to the results obtained, the Steel Wheels company is meeting its main goal (green
light), increasing its revenue. As expected, since the company is focusing on the “Fancy Designs cre-
ated” course of action, the KPIs show that the “Low-Cost Designs” approach is providing mediocre
results, as shown by the three indicators failing to meet their mark, two of them (xg4 and xg6)
with yellow status, and one (xg3) with red status. On the other hand, the “Fancy Designs created”
approach is obtaining average results. The approach is exceeding the target amount of sales (xg10),
but although the “# of complaints” is low (s1 is active), the “Number of cancellations” is higher
than its mark (xg14 presents a yellow light), thus it is expected that customer satisfaction decreases,
hurting at the same image of the company.

As shown, our approach allows the decision maker to analyze his business strategy by using real
data, as opposed to estimations only, thereby enabling strategic monitoring through the defined
KPIs. This allows the decision maker to identify potential problems in the business processes of the
company, e.g. there may be a potential problem in the distribution and delivery processes, as well
as in the business strategy itself, e.g. despite average results in the delivery process we are meeting
our goals in sales and revenue increase, were the target values too low? Have the problems in our
delivery process not impacted our revenue yet? Using this information, the decision maker may use
what-if analysis to evaluate the best course of action, by manually overwriting atomic KPI values to
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simulate the company taking action to improve them and analyzing how composite indicators would
change according to these actions.

Furthermore, the decision maker can navigate the data using the business strategy model. In
order to navigate the data, the decision maker needs to specify a global constraint. Global constraints
are specified in the same terms as KPI definitions, by using the restricted to keyword followed by
a condition statement as presented in Section 3.3. For example, the global constraint restricted to

Country equal to USA will restrict the values of all the indicators in the model to the data subspace
corresponding to USA. A global constraint essentially defines a partial view of the underlying data
warehouse from a strategic perspective, forcing all indicators present in the model to be calculated
from this new subspace instead of the original one. By redefining the active constraint and moving
from one data subspace to another, decision makers can compare the performance of each subspace
with regards to the objectives defined at the business strategy level. This way, one could move
across data subspaces comparing different regions, different products, or different customer segments,
detecting different problems in each of them. Conceptually, the result is similar to navigating ad-hoc
an OLAP cube that not only includes the values for all the objectives, but also their relationships
(between goals in the model) and factors affecting them (situations), while interpreting the results
in a visual way.

While powerful, data navigation using constraints has a number of limitations to be taken into
account. First of all, while a single global constraint can be a complex condition including multiple
boolean conditions and aggregated calculus for defining the data space, only one global constraint can
be active at a time. This is a limitation of the view, not the grammar, for the sake of consistency. For
example, it would not make sense to restrict sales to USA while analyzing the customer satisfaction
in Europe, and then interpreting the influence that European customer satisfaction has on USA
sales.

Second, global constraints may define a data subspace that does not intersect with the space
defined in some KPIs. In these cases, the MDX query generated will still be valid syntax-wise
but will not return any value. To address these cases, the corresponding KPI will be disabled in
the model, since it does not have a value or it is unknown, and thus, it cannot be used to make
decisions or identify problems in the business strategy. For example, an alternative for KPI definition
would be to define generic KPIs not bound by time in their definition but, instead, create a global
restriction that captures this aspect, such as restricted to year equal to 2004. Unfortunately, it is
not applicable to our scenario because the “Quadrant Analysis” cube that provides information for
half the KPIs in the strategy lacks any time dimension, and thus, cannot be restricted to a specific
year, since there is simply no data available.

For every other KPI included in the business strategy, the application of a global constraint
allows the decision maker to analyze certain areas in detail in order to evaluate what KPIs are
succeeding or failing in them. As a result, she can make specific decisions corresponding to each
area individually, enabling her to address the specific needs of each data space.

After the application of global constraints, we have closed the proposed cycle depicted in Figure
1, starting from the definition of KPIs up to the extraction of their values and navigating the data
warehouse using a strategic perspective. In the following sections, we will describe our architecture
and implementation for supporting this process, and we will discuss the related work in the area.
Afterwards, we will provide some discussion about the proposed approach and its limitations and
will sketch the future works.

6. Architecture and Implementation

Our architecture is composed by several components that provide support for the different tasks
in the process, starting from the initial business strategy modeling up to executing and retrieving
the values from the different MDX queries generated. An overview of the different components and
their relationships can be seen in Figure 7, and are detailed as follows:
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• First, theBusiness Strategy Modeler, seen in Figure 8 enables the modeling of key concepts
within the business plan that were discussed in Section 2. This component acts as an interface
for the decision maker, allowing her to model the business strategy in the Source tab and to
define KPIs in the KPI tab. It also provides the means to present the information back to
the user once the data has been retrieved. Our current implementation is based on the BIM
metamodel [15] and it is implemented in Eclipse by means of the Ecore Modeling Framework
(EMF) [37]. Strategic modeling is done through the palette on the right side, whereas KPI
are currently defined by inputting formatted strings in modified TextBox components in the
KPI tab, generated according to the list of KPIs included in the business strategy. The Source
tab contains the Steel Wheels Sales business strategy of our case study and the values of the
different KPIs already loaded. By analyzing the strategic model and comparing the indicator
results obtained, the user can estimate the actual importance of external and internal factors
modeled. For example, although there is a threat of an economic crisis, the company is
succeeding to meet its sales mark (g10). Furthermore, It is important to note that, although
visually we only represent the status of each KPI (depicted as a traffic light), the model also
stores the quantitative values which can be seen through the properties pane.

• Second, the Data Warehouse Modeler enables the data warehouse designer to conceptually
model the structure of the data warehouse and OLAP cubes [40, 4] that have been defined.
These conceptual models play a key role when deriving executable queries from KPI definitions.
As in the previous case, our current implementation is based on the UML profile for data
warehouses defined in [20] and it is implemented in Eclipse by means of EMF.

• Third, the KPI Interpreter performs the process of interpreting and translating KPI defi-
nitions created by the decision maker into OLAP actions, such as adding dimensions, drilling
down, etc., represented in our case using the formal language OCL for OLAP [32]. In order
to perform this task, the Interpreter takes as input the KPI definitions, one or more data
warehouse models that support these KPIs, and a Business Dictionary. The KPI Interpreter
is implemented by using ANTLR [34] for the generation of the code associated with the gram-
mar. However, the KPI Interpreter only makes use of the parser generated, as the lexer is
substituted by a custom component that makes use of the Business Dictionary to interpret
definitions in SBVR terms.

• Fourth, the Business Dictionary stores the formal definitions of business concepts and KPIs
in order to aid with KPI definitions and translations. It captures and represents business
concepts according to the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules (SBVR) [30]
specification. The concepts stored include key concepts related to the language used, business
terms, KPIs and data warehouse elements. The Business Dictionary is part of a custom
Java library that implements the basic concepts required from SBVR for implementing our
approach. By using the Business Dictionary, we can make quick transformations of plain
strings into SBVR typed strings, by searching the concepts in the dictionary, therefore saving
time when specifying KPI definitions. For example, all the KPIs definitions created in this
paper were automatically transformed from plain strings after having loaded all the business
concepts in the dictionary and specified the mappings.

• Fifth, the OLAP Actions Compiler translates the set of OLAP actions generated by the
KPI Interpreter in OCL for OLAP into MDX queries by following the approach presented in
Section 4. This compiler is also written using ANTLR 3, like the KPI Interpreter. However,
in this case no substitution of the lexer is required, as we are interpreting OCL which can be
defined in terms of traditional tokens.

• Sixth, theOLAP Connector takes as input the MDX query generated and executes it against
the OLAP server. Afterwards, it retrieves the results and passes them back to the Business
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Table 1: Domain requirements satisfied by features in our solution

Requirement Description Proposed method features

R1 Interpretation A method should allow users to link
and visualize their performance in-
dicators within their strategic con-
text, in order to facilitate the identi-
fication of cause-effect relationships
and to understand the status of their
business

Strategic modeling language de-
signed to facilitate the representa-
tion of internal and external strate-
gic information, as well as linking in-
dicators to goals and establishing re-
lationships between them

R2.1 Traceability A method should allow users to ver-
ify what sources are being used to
calculate their performance indica-
tors, effectively allowing them to de-
tect incomplete information or in-
correct strategic assumptions

Business dictionary linking business
concepts back to facts and dimen-
sions in the data warehouse and ulti-
mately to their data sources through
them

R2.2 Consistency Given a single input (data, con-
text, and performance indicator defi-
nition), a method should always pro-
vide the same result for any given
execution

Deterministic derivation and calcu-
lus of performance indicators by
means of a grammar, providing at
most a single possible result for any
given indicator definition. This re-
quirement has also been tested dur-
ing our empiric evaluation

R3 Encapsulation A method should abstract users
from unnecessary details, facilitat-
ing sharing and reuse of performance
indicators

Definition language that allows deci-
sion makers to automatically derive
indicator formulae from business ter-
minology. Business Dictionary to
store and recover KPI definitions al-
lowing their reuse by other decision
makers

Strategy Modeler. It is written in Java using OLAP4J 1.1 [16], an open API for querying
OLAP engines. Version 2.0 of OLAP4J is being developed at the moment. For this case study,
the OLAP Connector connects and executes queries against Mondrian OLAP Engine 3.7.

7. Evaluation

Different aspects in our proposal can be evaluated, ranging from its usability to its performance
and precision. A thorough evaluation requires a dedicated paper covering a family of experiments,
analyzing their results and insights. This evaluation is planned as a future work to identify ways to
improve the effectiveness of the approach. Nevertheless, at the moment we can perform an initial
theoretical and empirical evaluation to validate our solution.

On the one hand, we evaluate the suitability of our proposal to tackle the initial problems
posed. In order to do this, we follow the method described in [38], where the authors formulate the
objectives of their approach as requirements to be met. In our case, we reformulate our motivating
problems into four requirements that must be satisfied. Then, for each requirement, we discuss how
the components and features in our solution satisfy it. We summarize this information in Table 1.

On the other hand, using our implementation we perform an initial evaluation including per-
formance, precision, and recall of the queries generated. Performance is the most traditional way
of evaluating OLAP systems, such as by means of the TPC-H [39] benchmark for decision support
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systems. This benchmark compares the performance of different BI systems by generating artificial
databases over which queries are executed. In our case, instead of comparing multiple BI systems,
our objective is to evaluate if there is any performance impact on the queries generated by our
approach compared to manually designed ones. Since KPIs are tailored for each industrial sector
and company, there is no standard, and thus we have used the ones in our case study as a sample.
In order to evaluate the performance of the queries generated, we tested them against those coded
by developers directly. We tasked two developers with coding all the KPIs in our case study using
the SteelWheels data warehouse and compared their execution times with those automatically gen-
erated by the approach. Results shown that there was no significant difference in the execution time
regardless if the queries were generated automatically or manually designed.

Some factors may influence this comparison, such as the planner included in OLAP engines which
optimizes MDX queries and may reduce any notable differences between queries, or the limited
volume of data in the data warehouse used. We plan to perform this comparison again on larger
sized (at least gigabytes of information) data warehouses as part of our family of experiments to see
if any significant differences arise.

Regarding precision and recall, the process of query derivation that we have defined includes
the intermediate OCL for OLAP language, which serves to validate the set of actions executed.
Furthermore, the approach generates an exact translation of Structured English for KPIs definitions
into executable queries. In this sense, we could say that the precision and recall of queries generated
can be considered 100% with regards to their definitions. However, we are aware that the main
point of failure is writing KPI definitions themselves (usability). Therefore, we also ran an initial
test by having both developers use the language to define KPIs. Their use of the language led to
some invalid definitions and errors due to their inexperience and the lack of prioritization operators
in the language, which were solved with the aid of language designers. A more thorough evaluation
of the usability of the language is planned as part of the family of experiments, which will help to
determine the precision and recall of the queries compared to what users have in mind. We expect
this evaluation to help in locating the main usability issues, and determining whether these may
be solved through a computer-aided solution, such as by means of software-driven suggestions and
autocomplete features added to the tool.

The conclusion of our initial evaluation is that the proposal provides a significant speedup in the
time required to prototype KPIs, which can be explained thanks to the focus of our approach on
the specification of KPIs. This reduces the need for the user to invest considerable time in defining
complex multidimensional operations and learning syntax. We should note, however, there is a one-
time overhead cost introduced by building and evolving the strategic models. This task may require
several hours if there is no clear business plan defined, but the resulting model can be re-used and
maintained up-to-date as new ad-hoc queries arise, allowing users to define queries at the BIM level
instead of at the warehouse level, improving the interpretability of the results and also enabling
other interesting applications (e.g. SWOT Analysis).

8. Related Work

In this section, we present related work in KPI definition and business modeling. Initial works
presented in [18] and [19] introduce the concepts of Balanced Scorecard and Strategy Maps. The
Balanced Scorecard [18] has been one of the cornerstones in decision making for a long time. Its great
advantage is that it maintains a summary of the business objectives along with KPIs. However, these
objectives and KPIs are not modeled nor formally defined, thus the relationships between strategies,
goals and indicators are unknown. Therefore, Strategy Maps [19] were proposed to deal with cases
were the business strategy was apparently not working despite all the indicators being in place.
Strategy Maps describe how the enterprise creates value combining the different perspectives present
in the Balanced Scorecard. However, they do not address the lack of formalism of the constructs
used. Furthermore, they do not provide any mechanism to analyze and assess the effectiveness of
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the strategy modeled. As a result, the current practice is to identify and test KPIs in iteratively
[33] according to the envisioned business objectives. Then, these KPIs are manually implemented
into dashboards [10] in order to provide a detailed view of certain KPIs and enable some level of
analysis.

In recent years, some works have addressed the lack of formalization in enterprise modeling
[35, 15, 36]. In [35] the authors formalize the attributes of Performance Indicators and integrate
them within a modeling framework that captures their relationships in order to enable the eval-
uation of their influences. Similarly, in [15], the authors propose the Business Intelligence Model
metamodel (BIM) that includes a formalization of Performance Indicators as well as their existing
relationships and a number of formal analysis techniques. Additionally, the BIM model includes ad-
ditional elements that we have presented in previous sections, such as Situations, and even Business
Processes. Among the differences between both works, one especially relevant is that while in [35]
goals exist only in terms of Performance Indicators, i.e. “it is required that the state is achieved
in which PI27 ≤ 48h”, [15] defines goals independently of the existence of Performance Indicators,
which are used only to monitor the degree of achievement of an associated goal. Finally, in [36]
the authors specify a series of Awareness Requirements over a requirements elicitation model of
the DW, in order to model constraints which should be monitored. While all these works address
the formalization of KPIs and other elements involved in enterprise modeling, all of them focus on
design time and do not allow the decision maker to conceptualize KPIs, derive them into executable
queries, and retrieve their value once the model is built.

In parallel, some works [42, 6] have explored the applicability of semantics and ontologies for
defining KPIs for business activity monitoring. In [42], the authors define an ontology to model
KPIs and mapping them to metrics related to the execution of a business process. Then, using these
concepts, they define several formulas for calculating the KPIs, relating the KPIs to events within
the event log generated by the business process execution and allowing them to show the values
of the KPIs to the users. In [6], the authors propose an improved KPI ontology for defining KPIs
that covers certain shortcomings of the work in [42], including also the definition of the analysis
periods, data measures and derived measures. Unfortunately, these approaches cannot be applied in
general enterprise modeling scenarios, since (i) the definition of KPIs is based on data repositories
rather than on event logs, thus a different data query and extraction process is required, and (ii)
the personnel involved is different, since the proposals focus on business process managers, whereas
in general enterprise modeling users can range from local managers interested in monitoring their
branch to high level executives monitoring the whole enterprise.

Nevertheless, more recent works using ontologies have moved further up in the enterprise layers,
reaching enterprise-wide KPIs. These works are the most similar to ours. They highlight the
importance of managing and maintaining up-to-date knowledge about enterprise KPIs. In [7, 9] the
authors propose a collaborative framework based on KPIOnto for sharing PIs and KPIs to track
the performance of collaborations at the strategic level. The information is stored in the form of an
online dictionary that can be continuously updated, much similar to our proposal, which highlights
the importance of always maintaining up-to-date KPI information. However, while these works focus
on the consistency of the definition of KPIs over the ontology, we focus instead on their automatic
derivation. Therefore, we can consider these works as complementary to ours.

Finally, it is worth highlighting that the main purpose of KPIs is to monitor objectives. While our
approach enables users to understand the strategic context for each KPI, such as situations affecting
their associated goal, or the status of other goals, it is not designed to perform systematic KPI
monitoring, as it does not address their aggregated nature, in turn overlooking problems that are
hidden within certain parts of the KPI. Instead, we advocate to make use of automatic and guided
approaches for this task in order to locate latent problems. In this sense, drill-down techniques that
perform an automatic systematic analysis, such as [24], or those that provide semantic-aware drill
down operators for KPIs [8] and data analysis [28] can aid in monitoring latent problems within
KPIs, and are complemented by the strategic context provided to the user thanks to our proposal.
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9. Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel approach to relate KPIs included in the business plan
and the Balanced Scorecard [18] with business strategies and goals. Our proposal presents several
advantages. First, all indicators are related to their respective goals, thus the decision maker can
precisely identify which goals are having problems. Second, our approach not only allows the decision
maker to model the business goals and indicators, but also allows her to analyze the business strategy
using all the information in the underlying Data Warehouse, thus transforming the business strategy
into a powerful dashboard. Third, KPIs are defined by using our SBVR for KPI Specification
language, allowing the decision maker to perform quick modifications, without requiring knowledge of
how the Data Warehouse is structured at logical level. Finally, our approach supports a combination
of real data and what-if analysis, allowing analysts to compare expectations with reported results,
thereby helping them identifying existing problems.

As we have shown, our framework allows both decision makers and data warehouse designers to
extend the knowledge base of the enterprise by adding new concepts and mappings to the Business
Dictionary artifact. Using this knowledge base, KPI definitions without semantics can be automat-
ically transformed into semantic definitions using SBVR, and then mapped into multidimensional
queries that retrieve the values of the corresponding KPIs. This is specially relevant because con-
cepts can be reused across tasks and processes. Furthermore, the framework is capable of reading the
data warehouse representation and load the corresponding concepts in the dictionary, thus avoiding
that data warehouse designers spend considerable time on a repetitive task.

The main limitations of the approach concern ambiguity management and expressivity. On the
one hand, regarding ambiguity management, as the number of concepts rise, so does the number
of synonyms. In this scenario, if concepts are not separated in different namespaces, the decision
maker will be asked to clarify a higher number of translations in order to avoid misinterpretation. A
similar situation occurs as the grammar is relaxed in order to allow more variability in the way that
KPIs can be expressed. Therefore, as the complexity of potential mappings across concepts rises,
the overhead introduced by ambiguity also rises.

On the other hand, regarding expressivity, although concepts can be added to the Business
Dictionary to extend the language, adding new functions requires more effort, since some specific
functions that are supported in MDX are not directly included in OCL for OLAP [32]. For example,
there is no direct counterpart for interpolation and other statistical functions. Additionally, while
the intermediate language could be extended to support additional functions, not all vendors provide
support for all MDX functions, thus, in these cases a different type of query should be generated
depending on the target platform. This is especially relevant for defining templates and UDFs (User
Defined Functions) that can simplify the definition of KPIs. For example, at the moment it is
necessary to either explicitly state the years that take part in the calculus of a KPI or introduce
in the dictionary the concepts of current and previous year as direct translations to the years they
represent. A more powerful solution is to allow the user to define UDFs and substitute current and
previous concepts by their dynamic, complex MDX functions, avoiding the need to update neither
KPIs that represent increments nor the dictionary as time passes.

In practice, it is easier to use the language for rapid prototyping and obtaining the initial MDX
query. Then, modifying this query with any additional functions that the user wishes to include
from the MDX specification. Nevertheless, as shown in our case study, the language is sufficiently
powerful to derive executable MDX queries for traditional definitions of KPIs without requiring any
modification.

As part of the future work, we plan to run a family of experiments to further evaluate the
usability and flexibility of the approach not only for KPI definition, but also to simplify general
multidimensional query generation, for example during OLAP analysis. To this aim, we plan to
extend the use of the Business Dictionary to allow for macro expansion and UDFs, by being able
to define and reuse concepts that expand into other semantic concepts, thus further simplifying
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the specification of general OLAP queries. Additionally, we are also considering introducing explicit
operator preference by means of parenthesis, thus further reducing the usage of composite definitions
and simplifying the strategic models.
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Appendix A. KPI Specification

In this Appendix we provide a small description of the dataset as well as a comprehensive list of
the indicators included in the Steel Wheels model and their derivation.

The Steel Wheels dataset is a sample dataset included with the Pentaho distribution for showing
the OLAP, dashboard, and reporting capabilities of the platform. The data is stored in a single
database schema, on top of which two multidimensional Mondrian schemata are built in order to
provide analysis capabilities for the SteelWheelsSales and Quadrant Analysis facts. The data stored
contains information regarding sales of vehicles (SteelWheelsSales) across several territories ranging
from year 2003 up to the second quarter of 2005. Therefore, data for year 2005 is only partial,
whereas the data for the previous two years is complete. The database also stores information
regarding budget allocation and actual costs (Quadrant Analysis). This data however, is not related
to the time dimension.

By default, the Mondrian schemata included with Pentaho do not contain any properties. Some
of them, however, are necessary to calculate our KPIs and provide interesting capabilities for the
KPI specification language. Therefore, we substituted the default Mondrian schemata provided by
ones including the corresponding properties, as shown in the paper.

In the following, we present a comprehensive list of all the KPIs defined in Structured English
for KPI specification using SBVR notation. Afterwards, we provide the list of generated queries for
those KPIs that can be computed, and a table with the real values of the KPIs in our case study.

xg1: sum Total benefit with year equal to 2004 minus sum Total benefit with year equal to

2003

xg3: sum planned cost with Department equal to Product Development minus sum cost with

Department equal to Product Development

xg4: average vehicle cost

xg6: sum cost with Department equal to Sales

xg7: average Fact Count of Region with Department equal to Sales

xg8: sum planned cost with Department equal to Sales minus sum cost with Department equal
to Sales

xg10: sum amount of Vehicles sold with year equal to 2004

xg11: maximum amount of Line sold divided by sum amount with amount of Line not equal to

maximum amount of Line sold

xg12: Fact Count with status equal to Failed and year equal to 2004

xg13: average score of Vehicles

xg14: sum Fact Count with status equal to Cancelled and year equal to 2004

xg15: defects with status equal to Shipped divided by defects with status equal to Shipped or

with status equal to Disputed

xs1: sum amount with year equal to 2003 minus sum amount with year equal to 2004

xs2: Fact Count with status equal to Disputed and year equal to 2004
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Among these definitions there are some interesting aspects that we can highlight. For example,
Sales is an ambiguous concept because it may refer to the fact attribute Sales or it may refer to the
Sales. However, thanks to SBVR constructs in this case we can avoid querying the decision maker.
Also, notice that some definitions, such as xg14 and xs2 make use of the concept Fact Count. This
is a concept that is intrinsic of the dictionary that allows the user to count the number of rows in the
fact table that meet a certain condition. This is useful because, for example, a customer may have
ordered several vehicles. Thus, the amount concept does not reflect the correct semantics for this
KPI, i.e. the number of orders that the company has received, and cannot be used when analyzing
the status of orders. Finally, the list of MDX queries derived is as follows:

[xg1:] WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER([Time].[Years].Members,

[Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2004’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS SUM([depth1-0],[Measures].[Sales])

SET [depth1-1] AS FILTER([Time].[Years].Members,

[Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2003’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result2] AS SUM([depth1-1],[Measures].[Sales])

MEMBER [Measures].[result3] AS [Measures].[result1]-[Measures].[result2],

FORMAT\_STRING = ’\#.00’

SELECT [Measures].[result3] ON 0 FROM [SteelWheelsSales]

[xg3:] WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER([Department].[Department].Members,

[Department].[Department].CurrentMember.Name = ’Product Development’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS SUM([depth1-0],[Measures].[Budget])

SET [depth1-1] AS FILTER([Department].[Department].Members,

[Department].[Department].CurrentMember.Name = ’Product Development’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result2] AS SUM([depth1-1],[Measures].[Actual])

MEMBER [Measures].[result3] AS [Measures].[result1]-[Measures].[result2],

FORMAT\_STRING = ’\#.00’

SELECT [Measures].[result3] ON 0 FROM [QuadrantAnalysis]

[xg4:] WITH MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS AVG([Product].[Product].Members,

[Product].CurrentMember.Properties("buyprice"))

SELECT [Measures].[result1] ON 0 FROM [SteelWheelsSales]

[xg6:] WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER([Department].[Department].Members,

[Department].[Department].CurrentMember.Name = ’Sales’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS SUM([depth1-0],[Measures].[Actual])

SELECT [Measures].[result1] ON 0 FROM [QuadrantAnalysis]

[xg8:] WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER([Department].[Department].Members,

[Department].[Department].CurrentMember.Name = ’Sales’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS SUM([depth1-0],[Measures].[Budget])

SET [depth1-1] AS FILTER([Department].[Department].Members,

[Department].[Department].CurrentMember.Name = ’Sales’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result2] AS SUM([depth1-1],[Measures].[Actual])

MEMBER [Measures].[result3] AS [Measures].[result1]-[Measures].[result2],

FORMAT\_STRING = ’\#.00’

SELECT [Measures].[result3] ON 0 FROM [QuadrantAnalysis]

[xg10:] WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER([Time].[Years].Members,

[Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2004’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS SUM(EXISTS(
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NONEMPTYCROSSJOIN([Product].[Product].Members,[depth1-0]),

[depth1-0]),[Measures].[Quantity])

SELECT [Measures].[result1] ON 0 FROM [SteelWheelsSales]

[xg11:] WITH MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS MAX([Product].[Line].Members,

[Measures].[Quantity])

MEMBER [Measures].[result2] AS MAX([Product].[Line].Members,

[Measures].[Quantity])

SET [depth1-2] AS FILTER([Product].[Line].Members,[Measures].[Quantity]

<> [Measures].[result2])

MEMBER [Measures].[result3] AS SUM([depth1-2],[Measures].[Quantity])

MEMBER [Measures].[result4] AS [Measures].[result1]/[Measures].[result3],

FORMAT\_STRING = ’\#.00’

SELECT [Measures].[result4] ON 0 FROM [SteelWheelsSales]

[xg14:] WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER(NONEMPTYCROSSJOIN([OrderStatus].[Type].Members,

[Time].[Years].Members),[OrderStatus].[Type].CurrentMember.Name = ’Cancelled’

AND [Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2004’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS SUM([depth1-0],[Measures].[Fact Count])

SELECT [Measures].[result1] ON 0 FROM [SteelWheelsSales]

[xs1:] WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER([Time].[Years].Members,

[Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2003’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result1] AS SUM([depth1-0],[Measures].[Quantity])

SET [depth1-1] AS FILTER([Time].[Years].Members,

[Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2004’)

MEMBER [Measures].[result2] AS SUM([depth1-1],[Measures].[Quantity])

MEMBER [Measures].[result3] AS [Measures].[result1]-[Measures].[result2],

FORMAT\_STRING = ’\#.00’

SELECT [Measures].[result3] ON 0 FROM [SteelWheelsSales]

[xs2:] WITH SET [depth1-0] AS FILTER(NONEMPTYCROSSJOIN(

[OrderStatus].[Type].Members,[Time].[Years].Members),

[OrderStatus].[Type].CurrentMember.Name = ’Disputed’

AND [Time].[Years].CurrentMember.Name = ’2004’)

SELECT [Measures].[Fact Count] ON 0,

[depth1-0] ON 1 FROM [SteelWheelsSales]
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Table A2: Values for each KPI according to Steel Wheels data

Indicator Worst Threshold Current Target Status

xg1 0 367,738 (+10 %) 1,310,355 725,476 (+20 %) Green
xg3 -539,330 (-5 %) 269,665 (2,5 %) 142,509 539,330 (5 %) Red
xg4 57.46 (5 %) 54.73 (0 %) 54.4 53.08 (-3 %) Yellow
xg6 12,070,31 (+10 %) 11,522,061 (+5 %) 11,168,773 10,973,392 (0 %) Yellow
xg7 - no data available -
xg8 -1,097,338 (-10 %) -548,669 (-5 %) -195,381 0 Yellow
xg10 32,795 (-10 %) 36,439 49,417 40,082 (+10 %) Green
xg11 < 0,15 or > 0,7 < 0,25 or > 0,6 0,51 > 0,3 and < 0,45 Yellow
xg12 - no data available -
xg13 - no data available -
xg14 142 (10 %) 71 (5 %) 54 28 (2 %) Yellow
xg15 - no data available -
xs1 0 3,643 (10 %) -12,978 7,286 (20 %) Red
xs2 142 (10 %) 71 (5 %) 1 28 (10 %) Green
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